
 

NDCXL AGM Agenda 

8 April 2017 

John Godber Centre, Ogle St, Hucknall, Nottingham, NG15 7FQ 

 

1)  Apologies  

 

2)  Annual Team Reviews  

A. Admin  

B. Logistics  

C. Officials  

D. Results  

E. Finance  

F. Communications  

G. Events  

 

3)  Team vacancies:  

A. Logistics - Quartermaster  

B. Officials - Line judges  

C. Admin  

D. Finance  

 

4)  Proposals  

a.  Matt Lyons: Reduction in number of dropped scores allowed  

Matt proposes that the number of scores that can be dropped by riders be reduced from 3 when 

there are 10 or more League events in the League programme or 2 if there are fewer than 10 

League events in the League programme to 1, irrespective of number of events in the League 

programme.  

Reason: For riders to be able to drop the 3 worst results in seasons when there are 10 or more 

events in a season is a little excessive as it equates to over a quarter of the number of events. It's 

not hard to attend 11 events over 5 months. To be able to drop your worst 1 would be more 

appropriate. In any other league in any other sport you cannot drop your worst finishes; the 

highest score wins.  

Current rule (4.8.1) reads:  

4.8.1. Dropped scores  

“To avoid penalising riders due to other unavoidable commitments, such as Saturday shift working 

or family events:  

The lowest scores (including any zero points from any rounds not completed) are disregarded.  

4.8.1.1. If there are 10 or more League events in The League programme, the 3 lowest scores will 

be disregarded. 



4.8.1.2. If there are fewer than 10 League events in The League programme, the 2 lowest scores 

will be disregarded.”  

Rule 4.8.1 to read:  

“To avoid penalising riders due to other unavoidable commitments, such as Saturday shift working 

or family events only the lowest score (including zero points from a round not completed) will be 

disregarded.”  

 

b.  Matthew Lyons: Gridding by League position  

Gridding to be based on league position rather than average points scored.  

Reason: Towards the end of the season someone who has attended a couple of races and is 

therefore not competing for a league position can be gridded higher than someone who has 

consistently attended races and is fighting for a top ten finish if gridding is based on average points. 

Gridding on average points rewards riders who race occasionally rather than those who race in the 

league regularly.  

 

c.  Tim Cooper: U9 and U12 gridding  

As successfully tested for the final three rounds of the previous season Tim would like to formally 

propose permanently gridding U9 and U12 races based on their League average score.  

Riders who fail to take up their gridding slot when called will be placed at the back of the grid.  

Gridding will commence approximately 10 minutes before the scheduled start of the race time.  

Current rule (1.2.5) reads:  

“To aid safety, the start of the U9 and U12 races shall be gridded by age.  

A clearly marked start area should be sectioned off to prevent riders congregating in the general 

area until a predetermined time. The Start Official will call up the riders, and proceed to allow the 

riders to line up by year of birth (as opposed to age on day of race). A small gap may be left 

between each category if deemed appropriate by the Start Official.”  

Rule 1.2.5 to read:  

“To aid safety, the start of the U9 and U12 races shall be gridded in rows, with the number of riders 

per row decided by the commissaires on the day. Gridding position will be determined by the 

riders’ League average points score from all their scoring rounds in the current League programme. 

Non-League riders who consider they should receive a grided slot should contact the commissaires 

a minimum of one hour before the start of the race and may be asked to produce supporting 

evidence for grid position, such as other league table or previous results.  

A clearly marked start area should be sectioned off to prevent riders congregating in the gridding 

area until a predetermined time. A Start Official will call out each rider’s name at which point the 

rider will take up his/her position on the grid. Once a row is filled with the predetermined number 

of riders another row is formed behind the first. ” 

 

d.  Tim Cooper: U9 and U12 gridding - First round ONLY  

If proposal d. is accepted then gridding the first U9 and U12 races of a season requires some 

consideration.  

For the U9 category Tim suggests gridding based on the previous U9 League table with anyone who 

didn't race the previous season taking up a grid slot at the back.  

 



For the U12 he has two suggestions based on ALL previous riders who rode the U12 categories in 

the preceding year being gridded first. Riders racing in the U12 category for the first time to be 

gridded behind. So in theory the first two-thirds of the grid have raced as U12s while the remaining 

rows are first year U12s (previously U9).  

OPTION 1:  

Only riders who enter online will be gridded at the first round. Once online entry has closed the 

entry list, including DoB, is to be sent to an official to sort into 'previous U12' riders and 'previous 

U9' riders. The U12 riders will be gridded first based on the finishing position on the previous 

season, before the previous U9 riders are gridded based on their previous season league position. If 

properly publicised this will encourage online entry.  

OPTION 2:  

An official goes through all previous League entrants during the close season and sorts them into 

appropriate age categories for the coming season. Riders who move up to U14 for example, would 

be crossed off the list for consideration of gridding within the first U12 race.  

 

e.  Tim Cooper: U12 entry fee  

U12 & U9 entry fee to be amended.  

Reason: This was agreed at the last AGM but the British Cycling admin charge was added, so online 

entry cost were, in real terms, increased to £4.50 and not £3.50. This will encourage online entry 

and U12 participation.  

Online entry fee to be £2.50 (excluding the £1 British Cycling admin charge). Total online cost to the 

rider is £3.50  

On the day entry fee to remain £5  

 

f.  Gavin Hardwicke: Imposition of field size limits  

Gavin proposes the introduction of field size limits.  

Reason: In the interests of safety, venue preservation and more open racing a field size limit should 

be added to all categories.  

Preference will be given to members of league registered clubs over "out of area" riders.  

Suggested field size of 160 riders for each senior "race".  

Other field sizes to be discussed.  

This is conditional on the BC online entry system being able to cope with any entry requirements 

and multiple closing dates we need to impose. 

 

g.  Heather Downey: Frank Griffiths’ legacy  

Following a survey of the League’s membership Heather will outline the suggestions made for the 

disbursement of Frank Griffiths’ legacy of £2,000. 

 

5)  Date Fixing  

 Setting of provisional calendar for the 2017/18 season 


